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Abstract
A turbulent inflow for a rapid and low noise switch from RANS to Wall-Modelled LES on curvilinear grids with
compressible flow solvers is presented. It can be embedded within the computational domain in practical applications
with WMLES grids around three-dimensional geometries in a flexible zonal hybrid RANS/LES modelling context. It
relies on a physics-motivated combination of Zonal Detached Eddy Simulation (ZDES) as the WMLES technique together
with a Dynamic Forcing method processing the fluctuations caused by a Zonal Immersed Boundary Condition describing
roughness elements. The performance in generating a physically-sound turbulent flow field with the proper mean skin
friction and turbulent profiles after a short relaxation length is equivalent to more common inflow methods thanks to
the generation of large-scale streamwise vorticity by the roughness elements. Comparisons in a low Mach-number zero-
pressure-gradient flat-plate turbulent boundary layer up to Reθ = 6 100 reveal that the pressure field is dominated by
the spurious noise caused by the synthetic turbulence methods (Synthetic Eddy Method and White Noise injection),
contrary to the new low-noise approach which may be used to obtain the low-frequency component of wall pressure and
reproduce its intermittent nature. The robustness of the method is tested in the flow around a three-element airfoil with
WMLES in the upper boundary layer near the trailing edge of the main element. In spite of the very short relaxation
distance allowed, self-sustainable resolved turbulence is generated in the outer layer with significantly less spurious noise
than with the approach involving White Noise. The ZDES grid count for this latter test case is more than two orders
of magnitude lower than the Wall-Resolved LES requirement and a unique mesh is involved, which is much simpler than
some multiple-mesh strategies devised for WMLES or turbulent inflow.
Keywords: Turbulent boundary layers, Hybrid RANS/LES methods, Zonal Detached Eddy Simulation, Wall-Modelled
LES, Turbulent Inflow, Wall Pressure.
1. Introduction
1.1. Context
As discussed by Sagaut et al[86], multiscale and multiresolution approaches have attracted enormous recent interest in a
variety of scientific disciplines and particularly in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) where a wide range of applications
from external aerodynamics to internal flows have to be covered. The classical approaches are RANS (Reynolds Averaged
Navier-Stokes) and LES (Large Eddy Simulation or WRLES, Wall-Resolved Large Eddy Simulation, when solid walls are
involved). The primary obstacle to practical LES of industrial flows involving attached boundary layers at high Reynolds
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number remains computational resources. A recent survey by NASA[101] estimates that WRLES for engineering purposes
will still be out of reach even with 2030 leading HPC machines. In order to achieve a significant cost reduction, the
near-wall dynamics has to be modelled while only the outer layer, e.g. 90% of the boundary thickness, is resolved [76].
The development of WMLES (Wall-Modelled Large Eddy Simulation) strategies is a necessity to remove the prohibitive
WRLES grid requirements of near-wall turbulence in high Reynolds number turbulent flows as encountered in aeronautical
applications (see discussions in [104, 19, 29, 27] among others). The present paper is primarily concerned with the practical
use of WMLES-type methods.
The problem of zonal RANS/LES treatment is equivalent to a multiresolution decomposition and can take several
forms, including turbulent inflow conditions, WMLES or embedded LES and results in a complex set of requirements.
In this framework, the use of a zonal treatment of turbulence is therefore clearly advocated by the authors[26, 28, 27],
because it provides an efficient framework to simulate accurately complex situations where only specific zones of the flow
may require a high resolution specified and controlled by the user.
However, implementing advanced methodologies for wall turbulence simulations is a serious and still open issue. As an
example, using the RANS field alone to generate inflow data for the LES domain cannot be sufficient: additional modelling
which includes further assumptions on local length and time scales is required to recover “efficient” inlet conditions. In
practice, a host of technically challenging issues arise. Hence, the expectations of turbulence generating methods intended
for practical applications are discussed in the next section.
1.2. Expectations of an efficient turbulent inlet method
Boundary conditions play a dominant role for spatially inhomogeneous wall-bounded flows. The choice of the method
to specify this inflow is problem-dependent and various methods have been proposed in the literature. We propose here
to group them in four main families of methods (see table 1):
Family (a) Mapping/Recycling techniques
Within this class of methods, the idea consists either in generating inlet data from another simulation (precursor) or in
dedicating a part of the computational domain to the use of a recycling method.
Family (b) Synthetic turbulence
Inflow methods relying on synthetic turbulence generation are based on the assumption that turbulence can be represented
by a superimposition of coherent structures and thus can be specified by using only low-order statistics.
Family (c) Volume source terms
This kind of methods is based on the addition of a source term usually in the momentum equation. The intensity of this
source term is classically proportional to the difference between the running time-average and a prescribed target value
known from a RANS simulation for example.
Family (d) Controlled transition
These methods borrow ideas from the laminar/turbulent transition in the boundary layer. Either tripping or vortex
generators induce large-scale turbulent eddies that initiate the cascade of turbulent kinetic energy from large to small
scales. Numerical strategies based on theoretical linear stability analysis and optimal perturbations also belong to this
family.
The main differences between these methods lie in the quality of the turbulence they generate, the computational
distance, also called adaptation distance LR, required to obtain a well-behaved turbulence, the extra cost they generate,
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(a) Mapping (b) Synthetic (c) Volumic (d) Controlled Present
techniques turbulence forcing transition proposal
Applicability to 3D geometries − ± + + +
Adaptation distance onQDNS/WRLES grids + + + + +
(LR)QDNS (4 − 8 δ0) (4 − 8 δ0) / / /
Adaptation distance onWMLES grids − ± + − +
(LR)WMLES / (10 − 80 δ0) / / ≤ 10 − 15 δ0
Self − sufficiency/Initialisation − + − + +
Spurious noise ± − + + +
Extension to highly compressible flows + ± / / /
Table 1: Turbulence generating methods evaluation grid. Meaning of the grades: + well-adapted, − not or poorly adapted, ± few proposals
and/or limited level of validation, / no sufficient information available in the open literature. LR is the adaptation distance. δ0 denotes the
inlet boundary layer thickness.
the complexity of implementation of the method and initialisation of the calculation. Last but not least it is worth
mentioning that most of the above methods have been assessed on canonical channel and flat plate boundary layer flows in
the framework of DNS or WRLES grids but only few of them can be applied on three-dimensional curvilinear geometries
and fewer yet have been assessed in a WMLES framework where their original efficiency can be significantly altered.
These latter aspects have received poor attention in the literature, which may appear paradoxical since the development
of advanced hybrid methods is precisely motivated by their potential capability to predict the fluctuating field in complex
configurations. The problem becomes even more difficult if one is interested in fine details of the pressure or density fields
(e.g. for aero-acoustics or aero-optics oriented studies).
Extensive reviews and hierarchical organizations of the various inflow generation methods can be found in several
monographs [86, 40, 114] and journal papers ([109, 52, 97, 125]) among others. We propose here to revisit some of these
methods in terms of advantages and shortcomings according to the following two practical but highly-demanding criteria
on both hydrodynamic and acoustic aspects respectively:
• Criterion I : Applicability to 3D geometries and WMLES grids
The shortness of the recovery or adaptation length, as well as the self-sufficiency of the initialisation of the calculation
(by limiting the statistical information to be provided by the user), are important issues of a turbulence generating method
intended to be used on curvilinear geometries.
Recycling methods based on the formulas of Lund et al.[60] are among the most effective and the least expensive inflow
conditions available to simulate zero-pressure-gradient flat-plate boundary layer flows (see [1, 87, 105, 66] for extensions of
the original method to pressure gradient or compressible flows as well as for limitations of the spurious frequencies induced
by the periodic conditions). The adaptation distance lies classically between 4 and 8 initial boundary layer thicknesses δ0
on DNS and WRLES grids. In [31], a grid sensitivity in the framework of WMLES has been conducted with recycling
methods and a relaminarisation has been observed for coarse grids. Hence, the use of recycling methods is by far not
straightforward in a WMLES framework, as illustrated by the difficulties documented by Choi et al. [20]. Besides, another
major difficulty relative to recycling methods remains their initialisation and their adaptation to relevant geometries (i.e.
without any homogeneous direction) since both recycling and library lookup techniques may suffer from a lack of generality
because they rely on self-similarity assumptions. Gloerfelt and Robinet [44] indicate also that these techniques suffer from
a certain lack of robustness for long-term tracking, consistent with the findings of Sagaut et al. [87].
Compared to recycling methods, synthetic turbulence techniques are feed forward, making them a rapidly growing
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topic since most of the expectations for industrial simulations rely on such generation methods. Several ways to generate
the random part have been proposed in the literature based on random Fourier mode synthesisation [97], scaling trans-
formations of the Reynolds stresses[102, 4], digital filtering methods [53, 34, 126] or synthetic eddy methods [89, 47, 72]
among others. Most synthetic turbulence methods can only provide an approximation of turbulence at the inlet so that
the adaptation distance is usually longer than in the case of recycling approaches. Besides, Deck et al [32] have shown that
with classical methods designed in an WRLES context (i.e. without fixing the RANS/LES interface height) the adaptation
distance depends on the grid resolution and that very long transient can make WMLES not applicable in practice.
The use of source terms may accelerate the adjustment process towards equilibrium. Another asset of resorting to
source terms comes from their ability to be directly introduced within a flow field instead of being reduced to an inflow
boundary condition. This particular turbulence reactivation process allows the information to travel both ways across
it, while synthetic turbulence generation methods or recycling ones impose a one-way turbulence injection. As a recent
example Waindim and Gaitonde [117] used a counter blow body-force based approach to generate an equilibrium turbulent
boundary layer suitable for DNS and WRLES simulations. The body-force induces a small separated region in an incoming
laminar boundary layer that triggers transition to turbulence. In a different spirit, the strategy that involves body forcing
addition in a closed-loop control was firstly introduced by Spille-Kohoff and Kaltenbach [106] and allows to act directly
inside the flow and not only at the boundaries. The original formulation, also referred to as controlled forcing method in
the literature, was successfully employed to reactivate a LES near-wall turbulent content on both simple canonical flows
(see [50, 52]) and applied configurations such as an afterbody flow [41], a transonic profile [84] or a high-lift configuration
[128]. The reader has to be aware that in the previously mentioned zonal RANS/LES studies only a LES resolution in a
wall-resolved sense is considered when employing the dynamic forcing method, without any near-wall RANS treatment.
Especially, Laraufie et al[55] showed that, despite the relevance of the stimulation through body forces strategy, the original
source term definition proposed in [106] fails in a WMLES context. These authors proposed a new source term which
permits to minimize the transition distance in the framework of WMLES. This method was also successfully employed by
Bocquet et al [9] in their study of a hot jet in a cross-flow. The Dynamic Forcing method alone is nevertheless not self
sufficient since it has to be combined with another method that introduces initial velocity fluctuations as will be discussed
in the following sections.
For the sake of completeness, let us also mention the methods based on ideas borrowed from the laminar/turbulent
transition in a boundary layer (Family (d)). Though this kind of methods is in principle more relevant to DNS than to
WMLES issues, we will take advantage in the present work from some of their underlying ideas and theoretical results to
accelerate transition from modelled to resolved turbulence.
Let us be reminded that laminar/turbulent transition can follow several routes [3]. Natural transition for a Blasius
boundary layer on a perfectly smooth wall in a low free-stream disturbance environment results from the amplification
of unstable waves (e.g. TS or Tollmien-Schlichting waves). In the presence of strong disturbances (high free-stream
turbulence, large roughness elements), the role of the primary instability mechanism is bypassed and transient growth of
non-normal mechanisms is another possible route to turbulence. Such non-normal mechanisms may also be identified in
zero-pressure-gradient turbulent boundary layers with an eddy viscosity assumption in the linearized operator, although
the turbulent mean profiles are linearly stable, i.e. there is no unstable mode, unlike in the laminar case. On the
theoretical side, optimal perturbations (i.e. the most amplified, which are originated by streamwise vortices in these
flows) and the associated transient energy growth sustained by turbulent boundary layers have been computed by Cossu
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et al.[22]. These authors have shown that the curves associated with the maximum energy growth display two optima. The
first one is inner-scaled and is associated to a spanwise length scale λ+z ≈ 80 (λ+z = λz/lν where lν is the viscous length
scale) consistent with the streaky structures involved in the near-wall turbulence. The second optimum scales in outer
units. Nevertheless these authors have shown that a wide range of spanwise wavelengths up to λz/δ ≈ 30 can be largely
amplified. On the experimental side, Pujal et al.[79] used an array of suitably shaped cylindrical roughness elements to
generate large-scale coherent streaks and suppressed flow separation at the rear-end of an Ahmed body. Duriez et al.
[35] also used small cylinders as vortex generators to create streamwise counter-rotating vortices. Thanks to Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV), these authors have shown that a self-sustaining process is associated with the longitudinal
destabilization of streamwise streaks. Similarly and thanks to tomographic PIV measurements, Ye et al [127] emphasized
the importance of the front horseshoe vortex in the rapid transition to turbulence process.
To shorten the transition length in a numerical simulation, several methods have been proposed to reproduce a bypass
scenario (see Gloerfelt and Robinet[44] for a recent review). As an example, Örlü and Schlatter[70] implemented tripping
as a weak random volume force acting in the wall-normal direction and depending on both time fluctuations and random
harmonic fluctuations in the spanwise direction. Common features are based on the introduction of long streaks of velocity
perturbation and their lift-up from the wall results in an inflectional velocity profile which becomes sensitive to short-
wavelength instabilities. Note that at this stage, only methods of Family (b) and (c) may satisfy the requirements of
criterion I since methods belonging to Family (a) and (d) are dedicated to DNS/WRLES studies.
• Criterion II: Low spurious noise generation
In many applications involving compressible flows, the acoustic waves are important and must be predicted accurately
at the boundaries and in the interior. Garnier et al [40] reminded that no fully general solution which includes explicit
reconstruction of fluctuations associated to each of the three Kovasznay modes is available in the open literature. The
spurious acoustic waves that may be generated by boundary conditions can degrade the solution developing inside the
domain [21].
Among the mapping techniques (Family (a)), let us mention the work by Viazzo et al[116] who proposed in a WRLES
framework, a procedure to cancel the artificial pseudo-acoustic effect induced by the periodic boundary condition of a
recycling technique.
Most of the current synthetic turbulence models (Family (b)) are designed to work with incompressible flow solvers,
where the divergence-free condition is enforced. The velocity fluctuations induced by the imposed synthetic turbulence
field generally does not satisfy continuity, so that the numerical solution tends to introduce significant pressure fluctuations
close to the inlet in order to adapt the velocity field to the divergence-free condition. In the framework of incompressible
flow solvers, Poletto et al [77] proposed a divergence-free synthetic eddy method (DFSEM) by working with the vorticity
field. Similarly, Sescu and Hixon [93] construct a divergence-free synthetic eddy model in terms of a vector potential. It
should however be emphasized that in a compressible flow, the velocity fluctuations are not necessarily divergence-free, and
the treatment of the pressure field is fundamentally different in typical compressible and incompressible flow solvers. This
makes the adaptation of divergence-free versions of SEM to compressible flow solvers nontrivial. Let us also be reminded
that a sudden change in vortex strength can be a source of noise generation (vortex sound [78]). Hence the injection of
vorticity at a turbulent inlet, for instance induced by a white noise, can be a source of spurious noise. Such a behaviour
has been reported in the frame of other advanced synthetic turbulence methods (see [110]). As an example, in the frame
of jet noise study, Shur et al[95] discourage the use of inflow perturbations arguing that it introduces many uncontrolled
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parameters in the simulation. To suppress the spurious noise induced by synthetic turbulence, the same authors [97] insert
an internal damping layer in the LES subdomain. Though efficient on configurations featuring an homogeneous spanwise
direction, its extension to three-dimensional geometries is not straightforward. Besides Colonius and Lele[21] remind that
if buffer zone techniques are used then tunable parameters must be set through trial and errors.
To the authors’ best knowledge, the effect of sole source terms (Family (c)) on the pressure field has been significantly
less studied, probably because this kind of methods is generally not self-sufficient and needs to be associated with another
turbulence generating method belonging to Family (a) or (b). In [28], the authors observe that no significant spurious
noise is induced by the forcing itself and they argue that the dynamic forcing method acts as a source term in the
momentum equation, but not on the velocity itself, contrary to a Dirichlet boundary condition which would be very noisy.
In the frame of methods belonging to Family (d), Gloerfelt and Berland[42] indicate that the use of steady obstacles
has the great advantage of being stationary and produces considerably less spurious noise than the other inflow methods
based on the introduction of unsteady perturbations. In the frame of WRLES of turbulent flat-plate boundary layers,
Gloerfelt and Robinet[44] proposed a controlled transition from a base flow with an inflection point. The exponential
growth of the resulting perturbation allows to add very weak disturbances limiting dramatically in return the spurious
noise. Again, though very efficient for DNS/WRLES of canonical two-dimensional configurations, the extension of this
class of methods to WMLES for three-dimensional applications is not straightforward.
According to our classification, the capabilities of methods belonging to Family (a), (b), (c) and (d) are gathered in
table 1.
1.3. Scope of the paper
The previous short review (see table 1) reveals that though many techniques have been proposed in the literature to
generate wall turbulence, none of them are self-sufficient or even trivial to carry out and all of them have limitations,
approximations as well as assumptions associated with them. Importantly, most of the published methods have been
applied on DNS or WRLES grids but only few of them have been assessed in the framework of WMLES with compressible
flow solvers.
In this paper, we propose a new methodology based on the addition of source terms in the equations of motion as
well as in the transport equation of the eddy/subgrid viscosity. More precisely, in §2 the salient features of our approach
based on a physics-motivated combination of Zonal Detached Eddy Simulation (ZDES), Immersed Boundary Methods
(IBC) and Dynamic Forcing (DF) are presented. The new method is then compared on both velocity and pressure fields
with more classical synthetic turbulence methods on a spatially-developing flat-plate boundary layer in §3. The method
is finally exercised on a more complex curvilinear geometry, namely a three-element airfoil in §4.
2. Numerical method
2.1. General description of the numerical strategy
In the frame of a finite volume approach, let us consider a finite volume Ω enclosed by a surface ∂Ω with n the unit
outer normal surface vector associated to the surface element dΣ. The integral form of the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations can be written as follows:
∂
∂t
∫
Ω
WdΩ+
∮
∂Ω
(Fc [W]− Fd [W,∇W]) .ndΣ =
∫
Ω
T (W,∇W) dΩ (1)
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where W is the conservative variable vector, Fc and Fd contain the convective and diffusive fluxes respectively and T
denotes the source terms vector defined by:
T = T
(1)
ZDES +T
(2)
DF +T
(3)
ZIBC (2)
TZDES , TDF and TZIBC denote respectively source terms associated to the ZDES turbulence modelling method and
to the Dynamic Forcing method postprocessing the turbulent fluctuations generated by the ZIBC method (third source
term). These three source terms are detailed in the following sections. The superscripts •(1), •(2), •(3) indicate in what
order the source terms are applied. The order of application of the terms is important in the inner iteration process
(described in [121]).
2.2. T
(1)
ZDES: Zonal Detached Eddy Simulation (ZDES)
The Zonal Detached Eddy Simulation (ZDES) was first proposed by Deck [25] and the complete formulation that
proposes an efficient solution to prevent delay in the formation of instabilities has been published in Ref. [26] (to which
the reader is invited to refer for a full description). This hybrid RANS/LES method that belongs to the family of
multiresolution approaches (see [86]) is initially based on the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) RANS model[103], characterized by
the transport equation of a pseudo eddy-viscosity ν̃ whose destruction term depends on the distance to the wall dw. When
the production and destruction terms of this model are balanced, the eddy viscosity scales with dw and the local vorticity
magnitude S, νt ≈ Sd2w.
Within ZDES, three specific hybrid length scale formulations entering the destruction term of ν̃, also called modes,
are then optimised to be employed on three typical flow field topologies (see table 2). Mode 1 concerns flows where the
separation is triggered by a relatively abrupt variation in the geometry; mode 2 is retained when the location of separation
is induced by a pressure gradient on a gently-curved surface and mode 3 for flows where the separation is strongly
influenced by the dynamics of the incoming boundary layer. This latter mode is often referred to as Wall-Modelled Large
Eddy Simulation (WMLES) mode (see Ref. [32]). This approach takes full advantage of its zonal nature, not only to allow
the user to specify RANS and LES regions, but also to make possible the use of various formulations within the same
calculation. Thus, ZDES offers an attractive flexibility in the treatment of turbulent flows in technical applications [27]
including aeroacoustic studies [24]. In practice, within the ZDES framework, dw is replaced with d̃ZDES in the pseudo
eddy viscosity transport equation:
∂ρν̃
∂t
+∇. (ρν̃u) = Dν̃ + TZDES (dw,W,∇W) (3)
where the diffusion and source terms read respectively as:
Dν̃ = ∇.
(
1
σ
(μ+ ρν̃)∇ν̃
)
and TZDES =
cb2
σ
∇ν̃∇(ρν̃) + ρcb1 S̃ν̃︸ ︷︷ ︸
production of ν̃
− ρcw1fw
(
ν̃
d̃ZDES
)2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
destruction of ν̃
(4)
and the eddy viscosity is given by ρνt = ρν̃fv1 and S̃ = S +
ν̃
κ2d2w
fv2 where S = |∇ × u| is the vorticity magnitude.
Functions fv1 , fv2 and fw are near-wall correction functions while κ, cb1 , cb2 , cw1 and σ are the original constants of the
SA model[103]. The ZDES method aims to treat all classes of flow problems indicated in table 2 in a single model and has
been successfully exercised by different research groups in different codes using finite volume solvers on both structured
[14, 27, 112] and unstructured grids [23] as well as finite element methods [129, 15] and finite differences [118]. The current
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paper is mainly concerned by mode 3 of ZDES as its WMLES operating mode which needs the definition of dinterfacew
detailed in § 3.2: (see table 2)
d̃ZDES = d̃
III
DES =
⎧⎨
⎩ dw if dw < d
interface
w
min (dw, CDESΔvol) otherwise
where Δvol = (ΔxΔyΔz)
1/3 and CDES = 0.65
(5)
with the RANS functions modified as fv1 = 1, fv2 = 0, fw = 1 if dw > d
interface
w . ZDES mode 3 has been used and
validated for both WRLES [30, 81, 32] and WMLES [29, 55, 80, 46].
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Zonal Detached Eddy Simulation (ZDES)
d̃ZDES =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
dw (mode = 0)
d̃IDES (mode = 1)
d̃IIDES (mode = 2)
d̃IIIDES (mode = 3)
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3
Type of flow Massively separated Flow Massively separated Flow Shallow separation or attached flow
Location of separation Known in advance (geometry) Unknown a priori (APG) Unknown
Treatment of the attached TBL URANS URANS WMLES or WRLES
Examples of Applications Base flow[120, 100, 99, 64], Airfoil separation[28, 27, 83, 129], Turbulent Boundary Layers
jets[17, 27] jets[39, 115] (WRLES[30, 81, 32],WMLES[29, 55, 80])
Hybrid Length scale d̃IDES = min
(
dw,CDESΔ̃
I
DES
)
d̃IIDES = dw − fd max
(
0, dw − CDESΔ̃IIDES
)
d̃IIIDES =
⎧⎨
⎩
dw if dw < d
interface
w
d̃IDES otherwise
Subgrid Length scale Δ̃IDES
(
Δx,Δy,Δz, Ui,j
)
= Δvol or Δω Δ̃
II
DES =
⎧⎨
⎩
Δmax if fd ≤ fd0
Δvol or Δω if fd > fd0
Δ̃IIIDES = Δvol
Damping functions fv1 = 1, fv2 = 0, fw = 1 if dw > CDESΔ̃
I
DES fv1, fv2, fw original fv1 = 1, fv2 = 0, fw = 1 if dw > d
interface
w
else fv1, fv2, fw original else fv1, fv2, fw original
User Load high low (“automatic mode”) high
Table 2: Classification of typical flow problems. I: separation fixed by the geometry, II: separation induced by a pressure gradient on a curved surface, III: separation strongly influenced
by the dynamics of the incoming boundary layer. CDES = 0.65 and fd0 = 0.8. Δmax = max(Δx,Δy,Δz); Δvol = (ΔxΔyΔz)
1/3; Δω =
√
Sω where Sω is the average cross section of the
cell normal to the vorticity vector ω (see [26] for more details).
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2.3. T
(2)
DF : the DF Dynamic Forcing Method
The turbulence reactivation process, retained for RANS to WMLES transitions, is based on work done by Laraufie
et al [55] showing that the salient combination of a simple white noise with a dynamic forcing method (DF forcing in this
paper) makes it possible to recover a self-sustainable well-behaved turbulent boundary layer on a short distance. For the
sake of clarity, the principle of the method will be first presented (§2.3.1) in the framework of two-dimensionnal flat-plate
boundary layer flows followed by its generalization to curvilinear grids in §2.3.2.
2.3.1. Principle
The dynamic forcing approach aims to increase the resolved turbulent kinetic energy by adding a source term to the
momentum equation which acts on a number of control planes downstream of the inlet to enhance wall turbulence activation
and to reduce the required transition distance. This strategy was firstly proposed by Spille-Kohoff and Kaltenbach [106]
who pointed out that, under flat plate boundary layer hypothesis, with u, v and w the velocity vector components defined
respectively in the streamwise, wall normal and spanwise directions, the main contribution to the turbulent kinetic energy
production is proportional to the Reynolds shear stress u′v′, driven itself by the wall-normal Reynolds stress v′v′. Indeed,
it can be easily shown that under flat-plate boundary layer hypothesis, the main contribution to the Reynolds shear stress
production is −v′v′ dudy . This idea leads to the following formulation:
∂ui
∂t
+
∂ujui
∂xj
= −1
ρ
∂P
∂xi
+ ν
∂2ui
∂xj∂xj
+
1
ρ
∂τ tij
∂xj
+ δi2 TDF
(
u
′
i, E
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
forcing source term
(6)
The forcing term TDF is then a function of the local wall-normal fluctuating velocity and an error term E taken between
a reference calculation (e.g. provided by RANS) and the unsteady running one. In their original paper, the forcing term
proposed by Spille-Kohoff and Kaltenbach [106] can be considered as a Proportional Integral (PI) controller and E is
defined as the error between the actual Reynolds shear stress and the target one. Importantly, the following conditions
aim either to focus the action on the more energetic events, or to prevent from unrealistic large shear stress events:
u′v′ < 0; |u′v′| > 0.0015 U20 ; |u′| < 0.6 U0; |v′| < 0.4 U0 (7)
Laraufie et al [55] showed that, despite the relevance of the stimulation through body forces strategy, the original source
term definition proposed by Spille-Kohoff and Kaltenbach [106] fails in a WMLES context. The lag between a turbulent
event and the forcing system reaction, also observed by Keating and Piomelli [51] when using a similar approach for a
different purpose, was identified as the main problem. This led Laraufie et al.[55] to the introduction of a new source term
which permits to minimize this transition distance and sets to zero the integral part of the PI controller. These authors
proposed to directly resort to the wall-normal Reynolds stress at a given station x0 rather than the Reynolds shear stress:
TDF (x0, y, z, t) = α.E (x0, y, t) .v′ (x0, y, z, t) and E (x0, y, t) = ρv′2
z,t
RANS − ρv′2
z,t
ZDES (8)
The operator •z,t = 1LzT
∫ Lz
0
∫ T
0
•dtdz used to evaluate mean quantities corresponds to the average in both time and
spanwise (i.e. homogeneous) directions. A modelling approach of the wall-normal Reynolds stress using Boussinesq,
Bradshaw et al [12] and Wilcox[122] assumptions based on the mean velocity field and RANS eddy viscosity is retained:
v′2RANS =
2
9
.2kRANS , kRANS = −u
′v′RANS
0.3
, −u′v′RANS = νt
(
∂uRANS
∂y
+
∂vRANS
∂x
)
(9)
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Figure 1: Sketch representing global and DF forcing coordinate systems.
The validation of the present modelling in the outer layer of the boundary layer over a wide range of Reynolds numbers in
a WMLES context can be found in [54]. To assess v′2
z,t
ZDES , a time averaging process is carried out using an exponential
window as proposed by Keating et al[52] in order to account for the flow evolution along time:
v′2
z,t
ZDES (t+Δt) =
Δt
Tavg
v′2
z
ZDES +
(
1− Δt
Tavg
)
v′2
z,t
ZDES (t) (10)
The window size is set up to Tavg =
2δ0
U0
where δ0 and U0 denote respectively the initial boundary layer thickness and the
local free-stream velocity. The spanwise average process is adopted to speed up the averaging process. Finally, only two
parameters have to be set up by the user, namely:
• The forcing distance Lforcing which has to be long enough so as not to experience turbulence relaxation at the end of
the forcing area.
• The sum of the α parameters over the number of control planes (∑Nplanesp=1 αp) which controls the forcing intensity.
2.3.2. Extension to curvilinear grids
The complete and detailed formulation of the DF forcing approach initially generalised in Ref. [28] to curvilinear
structured grid codes is presented hereafter for the first time. Under boundary layer hypothesis, the direct relation that
links the geometrical coordinate system (x, y, z) to the dynamic forcing approach one, respectively the streamwise, wall
normal and spanwise directions, leads to mathematical simplifications. One of them consists in restricting the application
of the body force to the second momentum equation as illustrated in equation 6. In the general case, the action of the
forcing term (located in the dynamic forcing area as illustrated for example in fig. 3) is no more reduced to the second
momentum equation but the components of the forcing term TDF affect the three momentum equations so that Eq. 6
becomes:
∂(ρui)
∂t
+
∂(ρujui)
∂xj
= − ∂P
∂xi
+
∂(τvij + τ
t
ij)
∂xj
+ ρTDF
(
u
′
n, E
)
ni with (11)
TDF (x, y, z, t) = α.E(x, y, z, t)
[
(u− us, time) · n] and E(x, y, z, t) = ρu′2n s,timeRANS(x, y, z, t)− ρu′2n s,timeZDES(x, y, z, t) (12)
Similarly to the 2D case (§ 2.3.1), the following conditions are imposed to focus the action on the more energetic
events in the boundary layer (u
′
tu
′
n < 0, |u
′
tu
′
n| > 0.0015U20 ) and to prevent from unrealistic large shear stress events
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(|u′t| < 0.6U0, |u
′
n| < 0.4U0). Note that α is not dimensionless since α ≡
[
m.s.kg−1
]
. Besides, the operator (noted •s,time)
used to evaluate the mean quantities corresponds to the average in both time and spanwise (homogeneous) direction.
This average process aims to speed up the convergence of the statistics when an homogeneous direction is present in the
flow field. Otherwise in fully three-dimensional configurations (i.e. without any homogeneous direction), time average will
be employed by itself (•time). The definition of the coordinate system, linked to the DF forcing application area, needs
two salient pieces of information: the location of the wall, associated with the treated boundary layer, and the mean
flow direction. However, both are already part of the data set required in the ZDES formulation dedicated to flat-plate
boundary layers (see [55, 54]). The wall location can be selected within the overall calculation boundary conditions, while
the mean flow direction can be extracted from the RANS-SA flow field, used as reference when determining the dynamic
forcing controller error function E(x, y, z, t) (see equation 12). This means that no additional effort is expected from the
user when resorting to the present general dynamic forcing formulation. However, from the algorithm implementation
side, the determination of the coordinate system basis (τ ,n, s) is needed. As an example the wall-normal Reynolds stress
u′2n
s,time
RANS can be assessed in a similar way to Eq. 9, namely:
u′2n
s,time
RANS =
2
0.3
.
2
9
.νt.
(
∂ut
s,time
RANS
∂n
+
∂un
s,time
RANS
∂τ
)
(13)
The DF forcing orthonormal basis, referred to as (τ , n, s), has then to be defined (see figure 1), which makes it possible
to calculate body forces in (τ , n, s) while the DF forcing is effectively applied in the global (x, y, z) coordinate system.
Switching from one to another is done thanks to the Jacobian matrix of coordinate transformation:
u(τ ,n,s) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
∂x
∂τ (= τx)
∂y
∂τ (= τy)
∂z
∂τ (= τz)
∂x
∂n (= nx)
∂y
∂n (= ny)
∂z
∂n (= nz)
∂x
∂s (= sx)
∂y
∂s (= sy)
∂z
∂s (= sz)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ · u(x,y,z) (14)
where the various components of τ(x,y,z),n(x,y,z), s(x,y,z) are to be determined.
First of all, the wall normal vector (n), solely geometry-dependent, is computed. At the wall, the normal vector (nw)
of a given quadrilateral cell facet, defined in the coordinate system (x,y, z) by ABCD, is written as:
nw =
1/2(AC×BD)
‖1/2(AC×BD)‖ (15)
Then, based on the consideration that DF forcing regions are restricted to attached boundary layers, an efficient method
consists in spreading nw out all along grid lines to the upper part of the forcing area assuming that the thickness of the
boundary layer, when it is attached to the wall, is small compared to the wall curvature radius). Knowing the vector n
field, the component τ associated to the mean flow direction can be extracted from the reference mean flow field, also
used in the controller term calculation. Furthermore, in order to ensure that τ is perpendicular to n, the component of
the mean flow field in the wall normal direction is subtracted:
τ =
uRANS − (uRANS · n) · n
‖uRANS − (uRANS · n) · n‖ (16)
Finally, s = τ × n completes the direct trihedron.
2.4. T
(3)
ZIBC : the Zonal Immersed Boundary Condition (ZIBC) method
The introduction of streamwise vorticity feeding the dynamic forcing approach is performed using Zonal Immersed
Boundary Conditions (ZIBC). The ZIBC formulation is inspired from the direct forcing approach as described by [65],
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Figure 2: Sketch of the tag location used for the combined BF/IBC (Body-Fitted/Immersed Boundary Conditions) along with the streamwise
distribution of αIBC ∈ R+.
[36] and [63] and adapted to the hybrid RANS/LES framework. These conditions are applied in the discrete form of the
solved compressible Navier-Stokes equations through the use of the term T
(3)
ZIBC which can be expressed as follows:
T
(3)
ZIBC = αIBC fIBC (W,∇W) (17)
with αIBC = 0 for a strictly fluid area and αIBC = 1 for a strictly solid one. The forcing function fIBC is prescribed to
reach the expected physical properties of the immersed boundaries by setting fIBC =
t (fρ, fρu, fρE , fρν̃) where fρ, fρu,
fρE , fρν̃ stand for the forcing terms for the continuity, momentum, energy and Spalart-Allmaras transport equations,
respectively. After a transient to reach the target values in the solid cells, the purpose of the ZIBC method is to turn the
momentum and pseudo-eddy viscosity components of Eq. (1) locally into:
∂
∂t
∫
Ω
WdΩ = 0 (18)
so that after the initial transient, the momentum and pseudo-eddy viscosity components of the forcing term T
(3)
ZIBC can
be read as:∫
Ω
T
(3)
ZIBC (W,∇W) dΩ = −
[∫
Ω
T
(1)
ZDES (W,∇W) dΩ+
∫
Ω
T
(2)
DF (W,∇W) dΩ−
∮
∂Ω
(Fc [W]− Fd [W,∇W]) .ndΣ
]
(19)
The explicit expressions of the forcing terms (after the transient) are consequently as follows:
(fρ = 0, fρu = ∇ · [ρ (u⊗ u) + P I− (τ v + τ t)]− ρTDF n, fρE = 0,
fρν̃ = ∇ ·
[
ρν̃u− 1
σ
(μ+ ρν̃)∇ν̃
]
− cb1S̃ρν̃ − cb2
σ
∇(ρν̃)∇ν̃ + ρcw1fw
(
ν̃
d̃ZDES
)2) (20)
where τ v and τ t correspond to the viscous and to the modelled turbulent stresses, respectively. The forcing term TDF
(Eq. (11) and (12)) is set equal to zero outside of the dynamic forcing domain since α = 0 in this case.
Then, the mimicking of the solid boundary is obtained for non-zero values of fρu and fρν̃ whereas the continuity and
energy equations remain unforced as in Mochel et al. [64] and Weiss et al. [121]. In particular, the term fρ is kept
equal to zero, which is an issue when the boundary is expected to strictly correspond to an adiabatic rigid wall changing
the mass flow in a volume control surrounding the body modelled with IBC. On the contrary, in the present case, the
zonal immersed boundary condition is used for a unique purpose which is the production of streamwise vorticity (a key
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feature of optimal perturbations to the mean turbulent profile ([22])), so that keeping the continuity equation unaltered
constitutes an advantage because the flow should not be deviated upstream from the dynamic forcing zone. Then, the
energy equation is also kept unchanged in order to avoid influencing locally and in an artificial manner the pressure levels
of the flow field. Note that αIBC ∈ [0, 1] does not necessarily belong to the set of non-negative integers N but can be in
the set of non-negative real numbers R+ (fig. 2). As a consequence, the generation of streamwise vorticity can be obtained
along with an attenuation of the presence of the obstacle to limit a backward-facing-step-type organization of the flow
field. Nonetheless, this has not been investigated in this study where αIBC simply is an integer.
2.5. Summary
The present method relies on a physics-motivated combination of ZDES, Dynamic forcing (DF) and the zonal use
of IBC (ZIBC) previously described and implemented in the ONERA FLU3M research code. The code is written in
Fortan 90 and solves on multiblock structured grids the compressible Navier-Stokes equations with a modified version of
Liou’s[59] AUSM+(P) scheme. This one proposed by Mary and Sagaut[62] integrates a wiggle detector which leads to
a better control of the induced numerical viscosity. The time integration is carried out by means of an implicit second
order accurate backward scheme. It uses an automatic domain decomposition and it fully exploits the Message Passing
Interface (MPI) paradigm for the parallelism. The simulations are performed on 4-core Nehalem X5560 processors and
the CPU cost per cell and per inner-iteration is about 3× 10−6 s. Further details on the code can be found in [75, 121].
3. Assessment of turbulent generation approaches
3.1. The flat-plate spatially developing turbulent boundary layer
This first test case is a spatially developing zero-pressure-gradient turbulent boundary layer over a smooth flat plate.
The free stream velocity is U0 = 70 m.s
−1, the static pressure is set to P0 = 99120Pa, the temperature equals 287K leading
to a Reynolds number per meter Re = 4.72 × 106 m−1 and a freestream Mach number M0 = 0.21. These conditions
are similar to those retained for the three-element airfoil investigated in § 4. The initial boundary layer thickness is
δ0 = 5.8 mm so that the Reynolds numbers based respectively on the momentum thickness θ0 and the friction velocity
u∗0 at the inlet are respectively: Reθ =
U0θ0
ν = 3040 and Reτ = δ
+
0 =
u∗0δ0
ν = 1065.
The major parameters of the grid resolution are gathered in table 3 and correspond to classical grid resolutions used
in the framework of the WMLES approach whose objective is to describe the outer part of the boundary layer. The first
cell is at y+ = 1 in the framework of a cell-centred code (i.e. the first vertex is at y+ = 2). The grid distribution in the
streamwise direction is not uniform in order to maintain Δx/δ ≈ 0.1 in the region of interest. Conversely, the grid in
the spanwise direction is constant Δz = Δxmin/2 so that the total number of points is Nxyz = 7.7× 106 points. Finally,
the computational domain sizes in the streamwise, spanwise and wall-normal directions are respectively Lx = 113 δ0,
Lz = 5 δ0 and Ly = 52 δ0 so that the range of Reynolds numbers covered by the simulation is 3040 ≤ Reθ ≤ 6100 (or
1065 ≤ Reτ ≤ 2095). The physical time-step is set to ΔtCFD = 3.2 × 10−7 s leading to Δt+ = u
2
∗0ΔtCFD
ν = 0.15 which
satisfies the Δt+ < 1 criterion proposed by Choi and Moin [18]. The simulation set-up is sketched in figure 3 which
highlights the streamwise evolving RANS/LES interface dinterfacew (x) as well as the turbulence generating method and
eventually the dynamic forcing area that will be further detailed in the next section.
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Δx+ Δy+ Δz+ Δx/δ Δz Nx ×Ny ×Nz Nxyz
100+ − 200+ 2 50 0.092− 0.1 Δxmin/2 587× 127× 103 7.7× 106
Table 3: Parameters of the grid. Nx, Ny and Nz are the grid sizes along the axes and the Δ’s are the corresponding resolutions expressed in
both wall unit •+ and inlet boundary layer thickness unit (δ0).
Figure 3: Simulation set-up in the case of the flat plate turbulent boundary layer. δ(x) is the local boundary layer thickness.
3.2. Computational description
Let us be reminded that the approach proposed in this paper is based on a combination of three main features (see Eq.
2) associating the WMLES approach (ZDES mode 3), the Dynamic Forcing (DF) method whose objective is to reprocess
the velocity fluctuations provided by the turbulence generating method (relying on ZIBC). The performance of the new
approach is compared with the ones of more classical inlet methods. Indeed, as soon as part of the boundary layer is
resolved in LES mode, a realistic turbulent content has to be generated at the inlet of the domain to prevent decay of
resolved turbulence which may lead to relaminarisation. Among synthetic turbulence methods, the SEM firstly proposed
by Jarrin et al[47], improved by Pamiès et al [72] and adapted to WMLES in [32] is retained as a reference calculation
named Case A1 in the following. To assess the improvement brought by the Dynamic Forcing method, Case A2 associates
both SEM and DF features (see table 4).
While the DF approach was first [55] combined with the SEM method, its ability to lead a simple White Noise (WN) to
a self-sustainable well-behaved boundary layer was assessed by Laraufie et al[56], who argue that SEM can be considered
as an advanced turbulent inflow method, much more complex to implement than a simple white noise. Hence, with
regards to practical applications, they propose in the frame of the DF method to add a simple anisotropic white noise
over three computational cells in order not to be immediately annihilated by numerical dissipation as would be the case
if the fluctuations were imposed over only one cell. In practice, a uniform random series ε (t) = [−1, 1] with εt = 0 and
Case A1 Case A2 Case B Cases (Ci)i=1..4
Inlet fluctuations generator SEM SEM WN ZIBC
Dynamic Forcing (DF) No Y es Y es Y es
Table 4: Definition of the inflow treatment cases for the flat-plate turbulent boundary layer.
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Case C1 Case C2 Case C3 Cases C4
λz/δ0 1 1 0.5 0.5
h/δ0 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.6
Table 5: Shape of the roughness elements and relevant parameters for the Ci’s calculations.
σ2ε = 1/3 is generated. The instantaneous fluctuating velocity is then defined as:
u
′
(τ ,n,s)(t) =
t (4.3 1.4 1.8)
U0
100
ε(t) (21)
The fluctuating velocity intensities given in the brackets are set-up in order not to exceed the maximum of the normal
Reynolds stresses classically observed in a flat plate turbulent boundary layer. The calculation combining the white noise
and the Dynamic Forcing is referred to as Case B in the following (see table 4).
Calculations based on Cases Ci are based on a completely different spirit and take advantage of the theoretical findings
by Cossu et al[22] on optimal perturbations and transient energy growth sustained by a turbulent boundary layer. On the
experimental side, Pujals et al [79] used an array of cylindrical roughness elements to generate nearly optimal vortices. In
a similar way, such elements are immersed at the inlet of the computational domain thanks to the ZIBC approach. The
relevant parameters of the roughness elements are the height of the cylinders h/δ0 and the spanwise spacing λz/δ0. These
parameters are illustrated in table 5. Though Cossu et al.[22] have shown that a wide range of spanwise wavelengths up
to λz/δ ≈ 30 can be largely amplified, due to the width of the computational domain (Lz/δ0 = 5) only “limited” spanwise
spacings (λz/δ0) are studied. Table 5 summarizes the different Ci configurations investigated in this study.
To be complete, we still have to specify the relevant parameters of the dynamic forcing and WMLES methods. As re-
gards the two parameters of the DF approach (see § 2.3.1), similar values as the ones retained by Laraufie et al[55] are used
here for all calculations, namely Lforcing = 7δ0 (Nplanes = 70 cells in the streamwise direction) and
∑Nplanes
p=1 αp(ρU0δ0) =
29000. Note that these parameters are not optimal since Laraufie et al[55] indicate that the tuning of Σα is case-dependent
and these authors propose an optimization process. Nevertheless, the choice of not optimizing the case-dependent param-
eters allows to assess the robustness of the method which is an important outcome for the use in an industrial context.
Concerning the WMLES method, the ZDES mode 3 switching into LES mode is presently prescribed by the user at the
altitude dinterfacew (x) = 0.125 δ(x) (Eq. (5)) which has a constant outer-scaled height, i.e. it evolves proportionally to the
local boundary layer thickness δ(x) (see [29, 80] for further discussion of the interface location). δ(x) is determined by a
precursor RANS calculation.
3.3. Instantaneous flowfield
An overview of the turbulent content generated by the ZDES simulations is evidenced in figure 4 by showing the
iso-surfaces of the Q criterion (Q = 12 (||Ω||2 − ||S||2) with S and Ω denoting respectively the strain rate and rotation
rate tensors). In the framework of the SEM method, without any forcing the coherent structures development is clearly
delayed. One can indeed see the structures appearing much closer to the inlet when a volumic forcing (case A2) is applied
than when no forcing (case A1) is applied. The efficiency of the DF forcing is further demonstrated with case B showing
that the method is able to reprocess the disturbances excited by a basic white noise. Indeed, turbulent structures appear
close to the inlet (≈ 3δ0) and a heavy population of coherent structures appears almost instantaneously when the boundary
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layer develops further downstream. This major achievement was first shown in [56] on flat plate calculations and in [28]
on a curvilinear configuration at a slightly lower Reynolds number (Reθ ≈ 3000). Let us be reminded that one of the most
significant aspects of turbulence is its spatial and temporal coherence in the long wave range quantified by the integral and
Taylor scales. When simply superimposing random noise on the inlet mean velocity profile the flow usually relaminarises
quickly downstream the inlet [92]. The random noise inlet conditions suffer from the lack of correlation in both time and
space. As a result, these random fluctuations lack usually in the low-wave number part of the kinetic energy spectrum
and are very quickly dissipated (especially on coarse grids typical of WMLES), without sustaining real turbulence. The
improvements come from the conditional imposition of the source term given by Eq 7 which allows to focus the action
of the forcing term on the more energetic events and which can be considered as a way to re-introduce the lacking phase
information.
The efficiency of the DF method to reprocess the incoming velocity fluctuations is confirmed by the different Ci’s cases
where a well behaved turbulent boundary layer is also developing quickly from the inlet. The basic flow about an isolated
3D element consists of a steady horseshoe vortex wrapped around the upstream side of the obstacle, with two steady
counter-rotating legs trailing downstream (figure 4(h). See also [107] for a detailed discussion of the flow organisation
around an isolated roughness element). These steady disturbances evolve rapidly downstream into low- and high-speed
streaks aligned with the flow direction. Ye et al [127] used tomographic PIV to investigate boundary layer transition over
isolated roughness elements of different geometry (cylinder, square, hemisphere and micro-ramp). They observed minor
differences in terms of streamwise evolution of velocity fluctuations and streak amplitude between the bluff-front elements
(cylinder, square and hemisphere). These latter elements induce a horse-shoe vortex due to upstream flow separation,
leading to more rapid transition than the slender micro-ramp. In other words, the horseshoe vortex whose legs induce
sideward low-speed regions in the wake appears to be the common denominator among all geometries considered. In
practice this result shows that the exact form of the bluff-front elements is not crucial, which permits to use a ZIBC
discretisation as described in § 2.4.
In addition to the turbulent content, a first glimpse of the acoustic efficiency of the different inlet methods can also
be gained by considering the density time derivative field. In the framework of calculations A1, A2 and B using synthetic
turbulence, the acoustic field is clearly dominated by intense spurious sound waves originating and having their highest
amplitude along the inlet boundary. As could be anticipated, case B using white noise at the inlet features smaller wave
lengths than the cases Ai using SEM where large scale structures are prescribed at the inlet. The velocity fluctuations
induced by the imposed synthetic turbulence (SEM or random noise) generally do not satisfy the continuity equation. As
a consequence, the numerical solution tends to introduce significant pressure fluctuations close to the inlet in order to
adapt the velocity field to the continuity equation. Besides, let us be reminded (see §1) that the sudden change of vorticity
levels induced by the white noise can also be a severe source of spurious sound generation (vortex sound [78]). Such a
behaviour is not specific to the use of white noise and has been reported in the frame of other more sophisticated synthetic
turbulence methods [110, 72, 97]. Besides, no major difference on the density time derivative field can be depicted between
case A1 and A2 indicating that the DF forcing does not itself create significant noise (this had already been highlighted
in [28]).
This latter major comment is confirmed by the Ci configurations which feature a radical weakening if not a complete
disappearance of these spurious sound waves. As reminded in the introduction, the methodology used for the Ci configura-
tions has the great advantage of being steady and produces considerably less spurious noise than the other inflow methods
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(a) case A1 (b) case A2
(c) case B (d) case C1
(e) case C2 (f) case C3
(g) case C4 (h) Zoom near inlet of case C2
Figure 4: Iso surface of the Q criterion Q = 0.25 U20 /δ
2
0 coloured by the streamwise component of vorticity (ωx < 0 in red and ωx > 0 in white).
Instantaneous field of − ∂ρ
∂t
(gray scale colormap).
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(a) Cf (Reθ) (b) Cf (x/δ0)
Figure 5: Streamwise evolution of the skin friction coefficient. The shaded area depicts a 5 % tolerance margin with respect to the Coles-Fernholz
correlation CCFf = 2
(
1
0.384
ln(Reθ) + 4.127
)−2
.
based on the introduction of unsteady velocity perturbations. A deeper quantitative investigation of both velocity and
pressure fields is now proposed in § 3.4 and 3.5 respectively.
3.4. Reynolds averaged data
The skin friction coefficient Cf , defined as Cf =
τw
1
2ρU
2
0
= 2
(
u∗
U0
)2
, constitutes a primary quantity of interest. In
addition to several datasets available in the literature including both DNS and experimental data ([71, 33, 91, 98]),
numerical results can also be compared with the widely acknowledged Coles-Fernholz correlation calibrated by Nagib
et al[67]. The skin friction is compared for all calculations with these data in figure 5. Except case B resorting to simple
white noise at the inlet, all simulations are within a 5% tolerance margin about the Coles-Fernholz correlation for Reynolds
numbers higher than Reθ = 4500. The outcome concerning case B partially results from the lack of large-scale structures
at the inlet. Indeed based on a spectral analysis of the FIK[38] idendity, Deck et al [30] have shown that structures with
a streamwise wavelength λx > δ contribute to more than 50% of the skin friction (see [82] for a theoretical discussion of
the Cf coefficient generation). Even on WMLES type grids, these authors have shown that the modelled Cf amounts to
only a bit more than 10% of the total Cf , indicating that most of the skin friction is resolved by WMLES rather than
modelled. In the framework of calculations Ai and Ci, large scales are explicitly injected (Cases Ai) or generated (cases
Ci) at the inlet leading to significant improvement of the Cf assessment compared with case B. In particular, case C2
stays within the 5% tolerance margin about the Coles-Fernholz correlation as soon as the forcing area is ending, i.e. after
a relaxation distance approximately coinciding with Lforcing = 7δ0.
The mean velocity profiles as well as the resolved normal Reynolds stresses are plotted in figure 6. Figure 6(a) indicates
that the profile of the wake layer is well captured by the coarse mesh simulations, and so is the inner layer velocity profile.
As classically observed in the framework of WMLES simulations on coarse grids ([96, 20]), a slight Log-Layer Mismatch
(LLM) located near the RANS/LES interface can be depicted. The detailed discussion of the LLM issue is beyond the
scope of this article but let us mention that no general, definitive and theory-motivated hybrid RANS/LES solution for
curvilinear geometries has been published yet (see Shur et al. [96] and Shen and Edwards [94]). It is observed in Ref. [29]
that this mismatch significantly decreases at a higher Reynolds number.
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(a) Mean velocity profile (b) Resolved normal Reynolds stresses
(
u+rms, v
+
rms, w
+
rms
)
Figure 6: Reynolds-averaged data at Reθ = 5200
(a) Total Reynolds shear stress (both resolved and modelled) (b) Decomposition of the total Reynolds shear stress into re-
solved and modelled parts on configuration C3
Figure 7: Reynolds shear stress at Reθ = 5200
The normal Reynolds stresses from the ZDES simulations are also compared in figure 6(b) with DNS (Sillero et al.[98]
at Reθ = 5500) and experimental data (DeGraaff & Eaton[33] at Reθ = 5200). The location of the RANS/LES interface
is indicated since comparing the normal Reynolds stresses for y < yinterface is meaningless. As already emphasized in
Ref. [32, 29], the RANS/LES interface does not act as a turbulence barrier and is permeable to fluctuations since no
sudden jump of the RMS quantities is noticed. One may also note that there is a significant level of unsteady fluctuations
even within the (U)RANS zone, i.e. below the RANS/LES interface, especially close to the interface. The initial goal
of WMLES however is not to resolve the inner layer dynamics, so that a linear scale has been chosen for figure 6(b) in
order to put the emphasis on the outer layer. The streamwise turbulent intensity u+rms is slightly underestimated at an
intermediate height in the outer layer for all calculations. It is also worth noting that results for calculations A1 and A2
are identical. These results are consistent with the findings of Laraufie et al.[55] since these authors have demonstrated
that no spurious mark is left within the aerodynamic flow field downstream the DF forcing application region.
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The total Reynolds shear stress, which is the sum of the resolved stress and the modelled stress, is compared with
DNS and experimental values in figure 7(a). The total Reynolds shear stress magnitude is generally well predicted in the
outer layer except for calculation B which has not reached a full equilibrium state at the considered station. The lack of
total shear stress near the RANS/LES interface is discussed in [29]. Indeed, the velocity fluctuations normal to the wall
are underpredicted in the outer layer close to the interface while the streamwise fluctuations keep high levels, and are even
overpredicted in places. This implies that the observed decrease of the resolved Reynolds shear stress near the interface
is caused by the normal fluctuations, which do not penetrate easily into the RANS inner zone (i.e. for y < dinterfacew ).
Both modelled and resolved Reynolds stresses are then plotted for case C3 in figure 7(b). This figure reveals once again
how the resolved fluctuations penetrate deeply into the inner layer treated in RANS mode, where they are only gradually
replaced by the modelled Reynolds shear stress as one gets closer to the wall. It should also be noted that in the outer
region treated in LES mode, the contribution of the modelled shear stress is negligible, except in the very vicinity of the
interface, where the fluctuations seem to be damped by the interface and replaced by some modelled shear stress.
3.5. Pressure field
The pressure fluctuations, which are difficult to obtain from experiments (see discussion in Ref. [5]) because of the size
of the transducer and the existence of a wide range of excited scales, deserve some discussion. First, let us be reminded
that pressure is a non-local variable which provides a footprint of the turbulent boundary layer structures. In other words,
the analysis of the pressure fluctuations in the framework of WMLES of wall-bounded flows is by far not trivial, rarely
addressed or even shown in the literature and most published numerical studies concern mainly DNS or highly resolved
WRLES simulations [7, 42, 7]. In this section, the performances of configurations A, B and C are further investigated.
To this end, it is important to emphasize that the objective is not to perform an aeroacoustic study of the noise generated
by a boundary layer but to assess the performance of the present new method in terms of spurious noise generation at the
inlet and its consequences further downstream. The resolution of wall-bounded turbulence can indeed be necessary for
aeroacoustic studies other than the prediction of the turbulent boundary layer noise itself. For instance, the prediction
of trailing edge noise can be improved if the dynamics of the turbulent boundary layers is resolved with no spurious
noise generation ([124]) instead of resorting to empirical models. Another example is the study of jet noise for which the
incoming turbulence from the boundary layers at the nozzle exit may be determining ([13]).
First, the drastic positive effect on the noise provided by the configurations C2 and C3 is highlighted in figure 8 which
shows the streamwise evolution of the sound pressure level as a function of the distance to the inlet at a constant altitude
(y/δ0 = 12.5) located outside the boundary layer. No difference between cases C2 and C3 is observed, which can be
considered as a positive outcome concerning the robustness of the method as regards the pressure field. It is evidenced
that the present synthetic turbulence method (configuration A) is the one that generates the most important noise at the
inlet. As already seen in figure 4, the dynamic forcing method does not itself modify the properties of the pressure field
(see configurations A1 and A2). While SEM (case A) injects energetic large-scale structures, case B based on the use of
single white noise (i.e. small scales) is significantly more silent at the inlet as well as further downstream. Unlike SEM,
the white noise produces only short wave lengths which are quickly dissipated by viscosity and scattered by turbulence.
In the framework of spanwise-periodic calculations, the possible spurious noise sources induced by the inlet methods
may be viewed in the farfield as a line of coherent sources. Bies and Hansen[8] indicate that a line of coherent sources
which are in phase with one another radiates in the farfield like a continuous infinite line source of cylindrical waves. At the
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Figure 8: Streamwise evolution of OASPL = 20 log10
(
Prms
2.10−5
)
with the distance to the inlet dinlet/δ0 at constant altitude y = 12.5 δ0.
point of observation located at the distance dinlet from the source line, the cylindrical waves have a surface area per unit
span equal to 2πdinlet, so that the mean square sound pressure at the point of observation scales as < p
′2 >∝ 1dinlet . Thus
the corresponding sound pressure level decreases as −10 log10(dinlet) (see figure 8). Of interest, one can note that only
configurations C feature an increase of pressure fluctuations outside the boundary layer as Reθ increases which suggests
that these fluctuations are not dominated by the artefacts of the inlet.
The wall-normal distributions of rms values of pressure P+rms = Prms/τw at station Reθ = 5200 are reported in figure
9(a) and compared with the incompressible DNS data by Sillero et al[98]. Such a comparison of Prms obtained with the
present compressible flow solver is justified. Indeed, Bernardini and Pirozzoli [7] argued that the structure of the wall
pressure field is very weakly affected by compressibility effects (at least for free-stream Mach numbers lower than 4) since
the effect of the sound mode is quite limited while the vorticity mode provides a dominant contribution. In cases A and
B, the rms values of pressure seem to be overestimated significantly outside the boundary layer and also in the whole
boundary layer profile down to the wall, especially in case A. This result is consistent with the streamwise evolution outside
the boundary layer plotted in fig. 8. Inside the boundary layer, the spurious noise propagating downstream from the inlet
in cases A and B is refracted towards the wall as a result of the mean velocity gradient associated to the boundary layer
profile ([108]). This means that the boundary layer acts as an acoustic wave guide for the inlet spurious noise propagating
in the downstream direction, which can result in severe overestimations of the rms values of wall pressure. On the contrary,
no overestimation of the rms values of pressure can be seen in cases C compared with the DNS values, which confirms the
favourable properties of this inlet condition in terms of spurious noise generation.
It should be emphasized that the comparison of the WMLES pressure levels with the DNS values is far from trivial
since the resolved field in WMLES does not include all the dynamically active scales of turbulence. A significant portion
of the near-wall velocity fluctuations is not resolved in the framework of WMLES, as well as a minor portion of the
fluctuations in the outer layer (fig. 7). Using the acoustic analogy of Lighthill [58], the velocity fluctuations can be seen as
quadrupole acoustic sources, which implies that some of the sources are missing when the near-wall dynamics is partially
modelled. If these acoustic sources where incoherent with one another, one would expect the rms values of pressure to
be underestimated in WMLES compared with DNS. However, there may be some correlation (hence coherence) between
the turbulent velocity fluctuations at two different wall distances within the boundary layer profile, so that it is not
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(a) Wall-normal distribution of pressure rms P+rms =
Prms
ρu2∗
(b) PSD of wall pressure fluctuations
Figure 9: Wall pressure fluctuations at Reθ = 5200
straightforward to predict whether an under- or overestimation should arise. A detailed discussion of the relationship
between wall pressure and the turbulent velocity fluctuations including such non-intuitive cancellations of contributions
of different regions may be found in Ref. [16].
In the context of WMLES, a relevant question is whether the turbulent fluctuations in the outer layer contribute sig-
nificantly to the wall pressure signal, or at least to its low-frequency range. The flat-plate zero-pressure-gradient turbulent
boundary layer considered here is fundamentally different, concerning its acoustic properties, from the streamwise-periodic
channel flow which features two walls separated only by a distance of the same order of magnitude as the turbulent large
scales. For this reason, the conclusions drawn in the pioneering work by Park and Moin [73] do not necessarily hold in
the present case. One major reason for the differences in wall pressure fluctuations between channel flows and boundary
layers is the different outer regions, for instance in terms of turbulent / non turbulent interface [98], as mentioned by
Farabee and Casarella [37] who suggest that the major turbulent contributions to the low and high wave number ranges
of the wall pressure spectrum may come from the outer and inner layers respectively. This suggestion is consistent with
the contribution of the various parts of the boundary layer to the wall pressure spectrum quantitatively estimated by
Aupoix [2], whose results may be used to conclude that if only the lower frequency range of the wall pressure spectrum is
sought for a specific study of a vibration, dynamic loading or acoustics problem, then resolving only the outer layer by a
WMLES may be sufficient at high Reynolds number. The range of the spectrum that may be resolved is related to the
estimated fraction of wall pressure variance resolved by the WMLES. According to fig. 4 of Ref [2], if the upper half of the
boundary layer profile (in logarithmic scale) is resolved (LES zone with negligible subgrid stresses) while the lower half is
represented by the wall model (RANS zone), then at very high Reynolds numbers one may expect the resolved fraction of
wall pressure variance to be approximately equal to one half. This is precisely what is expected if the RANS/LES interface
is set at the geometric centre of the logarithmic layer (dinterface,+w = 3.9
√
Reτ , see Ref. [80]). With the interface setting
chosen for the present study (dinterfacew = 0.125 δ), the expected high-Reynolds number trend is not as favourable, but this
is not an issue at the present moderate Reynolds number. It should also be noted that an increasing importance of the
outer layer towards higher Reynolds numbers for wall pressure is reported by Bernardini and Pirozzoli [7] in supersonic
turbulent boundary layers as well.
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The one-sided Power Spectral Density (PSD) of wall pressure fluctuations named G(f) (expressed in Pa2/Hz) describes
how the mean squared value of the wall pressure P 2rms previously described is distributed in frequency since:
P 2rms =
∫ ∞
0
G(f)df =
∫ ∞
0
G(ω)dω with ω = 2πf (22)
(note that G(f) and G(ω) differ by a factor of 2π). In the frame of wall-turbulence, the semi-empirical model proposed
by Goody[45] satisfies the experimentally observed decay law ω−5 for high frequencies. What is more, this model takes
account of the Reynolds number dependence and reads as:
G (ω)U0
τ2wδ
=
C2
(
ωδ
U0
)2
[(
ωδ
U0
)0.75
+ C1
]3.7
+
[
C3R
−0.57
T
(
ωδ
U0
)]7 (23)
where C1 = 0.5, C2 = 3 and C3 = 1.1 are empirical constants. RT = (δ/U0)/(ν/u
2
τ ) = Reτ
√
Cf/2 is the ratio of the
outer to inner time scale ranges of the wall signal, which represents the effect of the Reynolds number. Indeed, Goody[45]
suggests RT = 0.11Re
3/4
θ to yield best agreement with experimental data.
In the frame of WMLES simulations the single-point spectra for cases A, B and C are compared with Goody’s model
plotted in outer-scales in figure 9(b). The low frequency content of the spectra is somewhat underpredicted. As for very
high frequencies, the spectra fall off too fast and do not follow the ω−5 decay law, which is not unexpected since the
simulations are not DNS. This latter aspect is also observed in highly resolved WRLES [42]. Compared with calculation
C, the excess in Prms for calculations A and B (see figure 9(a)) is due to the broadband peak observed at high frequencies
(ωδU0 ≈ 25 for Case A and ωδU0 ≈ 45 for Case B). Shur et al[97] performed zonal RANS-IDDES on a flat plate boundary
layer and observed similar spurious high frequency peaks with another synthetic turbulence method. In the frame of
WMLES of channel flow calculations, Park and Moin[73] also observe spurious high wave number modes that contaminate
the pressure spectra. In our case, the broadband peak observed for example in Case A can be interpreted as the signature
of spurious acoustics generated by the synthetic turbulence and propagated from the inlet. Indeed, the hydrodynamic
field depicted in figure 6 is nearly the same for calculations A and C. Moreover, some of the spurious spectral content in
case B is located at higher frequency than in case A. This can be explained by the fact that the white noise method, in
which the fluctuations have little spatio-temporal correlation, does not involve scales as large as the SEM method does.
In contrast, no excess can be seen in the spectra of cases C. This result shows again the drastic positive effect on the
simulated pressure field brought by the proposed methodology illustrated by calculations C.
To get a deeper insight into the properties of the simulated pressure field, the Probability Density Functions (PDF) of
the pressure fluctuations at Reθ = 5200 are plotted in figure 10. The Gaussian distribution as well as the experimental
results from Tsuji et al[113] are included. On linear scales (see figure 10(a)) the PDF of the different calculations are
indistinguishable while on semi-logarithmic scales (see figure 10(b)) some deviations in the tails of the distribution are
evidenced. Tsuji et al[113] showed that in the tail parts, the PDF shape deviates significantly from the Gaussian form
and evidences the existence of rare high-amplitude wall-pressure fluctuations (see also the discussion by Schewe[90] and
by Naka et al [68]). These authors have shown that this departure from Gaussian behaviour is observed in the outer
region of the boundary layer as well, consistent with the findings by Farabee and Casarella[37] who identified the outer-
layer intermittency as a source of wall-pressure fluctuations. Only the data from calculations C show a good agreement
with those of Tsuji et al [113]. Conversely, this important property of the wall pressure PDF is obtained neither with
calculation A nor with B which both yield almost a Gaussian behaviour showing once again the long lasting impact
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(a) linear scales (b) semilogarithmic scales
Figure 10: PDF of wall pressure fluctuations normalized by their root mean squared value at Reθ = 5200.
of the inlet synthetic turbulence methods. This Gaussian behaviour may result from the random superimposition of
spurious noise propagating from independent sources at the inlet, consistent with the central limit theorem. Note that
the importance of the tripping conditions is also a major issue on the experimental side [61]. However, these results show
also that the intermittent process concerning wall pressure can be simulated in a WMLES framework with the proposed
method C that is fully based on the use of source terms acting in the NS equations but not on the velocity field itself.
Conversely, classical synthetic turbulence methods, though rather efficient to predict the velocity field, can completely
corrupt the pressure field. From now on, the approach used in calculation C3 is retained to investigate the flow dynamics
around the three-element airfoil since the corresponding approach is efficient without contaminating the flow physics and
especially the pressure field.
4. Application on a three-element airfoil
The three-element airfoil is a more complex geometry and a good outcome would be a positive indication for industrial
application of the proposed methodology. The objective of this section is not to investigate the flow physics around a
high-lift device (see [28] for a thorough investigation of the corresponding flow dynamics) but to assess the robustness
that is needed from an advanced turbulence modelling method for “real-life” applications where both criteria I and II
discussed in the introduction are essential. Indeed, the flow over a three-element airfoil is inherently complex and exhibits
a wide range of physical phenomena including large low speed areas, strong pressure gradients, confluence of boundary
layers and wakes as well as unsteadiness and three-dimensionality on fairly large scales. The existence of different flow
regions induces conflicting demands on the grid and a host of technically challenging practical issues arise.
The proposed modelling methodology has been assessed on the LEISA three-element airfoil designed by DLR[123]
for flow conditions corresponding to aircraft approach. The chord Reynolds number is Rec =
U0c
ν = 2.09 × 106 (with
U0 = 51m.s
−1 and c = 0.6m), the planar x− y grid has 380, 000 points and the spanwise grid has Nz = 128 points with
Δz/c = 1.25 × 10−3. The total number of grid points could be limited to less than 50 × 106 grid points thanks to the
ZDES modelling. The time step is ΔtCFD.U0/c = 1.7 × 10−9 i.e. Δt+ = u
2
∗ΔtCFD
ν = 0.1 in the domain where mode 3 of
ZDES is retained. The zonal strategy retained and the modes used for this simulation are depicted in the upper part of
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figure 11. One can notice that all modes of ZDES are used simultaneously in the same calculation since mode 1 is retained
in the slat and flap coves (problem of category I, see table 2) while mode 2 is used on the upper side of the flap where
the location of separation is not known a priori. The turbulent content of the boundary layer is rebuilt close to the main
wing trailing edge thanks to mode 3 of ZDES. It is worth remembering that the computation of the wake of the main wing
in LES mode including the evolution of wall turbulence over the main wing would require extremely fine grids beyond
affordability. As an example, Terracol and Manoha [111] performed a WRLES on a similar three-element airfoil but on a
twice smaller model (i.e. c = 0.3m) than the one used in this study. Their calculation is based on a 2.6 billion-point grid
which required a large amount of CPU resources, namely 6 million CPU hours. This resolution far exceeds what would
be feasible for an entire wing today. Note that taking into account the Reynolds number (i.e. chord length difference)
there are more than two orders of magnitude on the total number of grid points between the WRLES grid by Terracol and
Manoha [111] and the present ZDES grid [28]. Besides, the meshing strategy for ZDES is very simple since it uses only
one mesh (one may simply refine a RANS grid) as opposed to more complex WMLES strategies involving for instance an
embedded mesh needed for the wall model ([74, 10]) or an overlapping mesh strategy in the area of synthetic turbulence
generation as Shur et al [97] do. Moreover, the propagation of acoustic waves through the turbulence injection domain is
unaltered. This implies that acoustic feedback mechanisms are preserved, which is not as clear for other methods, e.g.
resorting to internal damping layers in overlapping regions.
Two computational set-ups are considered. The first one is based on a combination of anisotropic white noise and
dynamic forcing similar to Case B for the flat plate boundary layer study (see §3.2) and will serve as reference calculation.
The second set-up relies on the new approach based on the introduction of roughness elements with the ZIBC approach.
Analogous to configuration C3, an array of cylindrical roughness elements characterized by the height of the cylinder
h/δ0 = 0.3 and the spanwise spacing λz/δ0 = 0.5 is considered. A zoom of the computational domain is depicted in
figure 11(b) together with the distance to the wall dw. The distance to the wall, required for both RANS and ZDES
simulations based on the Spalart-Allmaras model, has been computed from the immersed boundary interface of the
cylindrical roughness elements and from the classical no-slip conditions on the wing surface as discussed by Mochel et al
[64]. It should be noted that the non-dimensionalised properties of the white noise or of the roughness elements are
directly taken from the flat-plate test case without a case-specific optimisation in order to demonstrate the generality
of the method. The streamwise (respectively spanwise) grid resolution is Δx/δ0 = 0.086 (respectively Δz/δ0 = 0.026)
corresponding to Δx+ = 250 (respectively Δz+ = 75) when expressed in inner scales. The computational domain length
where mode 3 is retained (see figure 11(a)) is Lx/δ0 = 3.2 making the WMLES very challenging. This permits to assess
the efficiency of the proposed methodology. It should be noted that resolved turbulence is injected within the flow and
not at a boundary of the numerical domain, which would not be feasible with the SEM boundary condition used in the
flat-plate test case.
The salient features of the instantaneous flow field are highlighted in figure 12. The flow in the slat cove displays a
large recirculation bubble bounded by a shear layer emanating from the slat cusp and reattaching near the slat trailing
edge. Similarly, the flap cove also behaves like a shallow cavity. A higher value of the Q-criterion Q c
2
U20
= 3000 allows one
to make a zoom of the flow at the rear part of the main wing and its downstream evolution over the flap. Despite the
very challenging grid and flow conditions, the LES content in the outer part of the boundary layer is quickly generated.
In figure 13, showing the instantaneous − 1ρ ∂ρ∂t field, both sound waves and turbulent flow regions are evidenced. The
contamination from the white noise application is clearly visible since nearly spherical waves can be seen from the region
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(a) ZDES zones for the calculation of the three-element airfoil (b) Roughness elements in the WMLES domain similar to
Case C3 (see table 5).
Figure 11: Computational description. dw/δ0 is the normalized distance to the wall where δ0 is the boundary thickness at the inlet domain.
Figure 12: Isosurface of the Q criterion coloured by the velocity magnitude ||u||/U0 in the flap area (top view: Q c2U20 = 100; zoom: Q
c2
U20
= 3000).
(a) ZDES mode 3 - anisotropic White Noise - Dynamic Forc-
ing (similar to Case B)
(b) ZDES mode 3 - ZIBC - Dynamic Forcing (similar to Case
C3)
Figure 13: Instantaneous field of − 1
ρ
∂ρ
∂t
.
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Figure 14: Root-mean squared pressure fluctuation along the wing.
very near the RANS (mode 0 domain) to WMLES (mode 3 domain) transition (see figure 13(a)). These waves appear
to have their highest amplitude near the inlet boundary but contaminate the whole pressure field as discussed in [28].
Conversely, the calculation based on the immersed roughness elements induces significantly less spurious noise at the
inlet (see figure 13(b)) since the use of non-moving obstacles has the great advantage of being steady and produces less
spurious noise than the inflow method based on the introduction of random velocity fluctuations. This result is confirmed
by figure 14 indicating a twice as low level of r.m.s. wall pressure fluctuations at the inlet. The higher values of Cprms
further downstream for the Case C3 calculation is due to a different hydrodynamic behaviour of the flow rather than an
aeroacoustic signature. This may probably be improved by setting the turbulent injection further upstream in order to
reduce the possible interactions between the generation of resolved turbulence and the flow dynamics at the trailing edge
(especially the fluctuations of circulation). On the contrary, the very short mode 3 domain retained for the present test
case was devised to assess the robustness of the method for industrial applications.
5. Conclusion
A strategy for a rapid and low noise switch from an upstream RANS treatment to a downstream Wall-Modelled LES of
attached boundary layers on curvilinear grids within compressible flow solvers has been presented. This turbulent inflow
method can be embedded within the computational domain or used at the numerical inlet. It is devised for practical
applications with WMLES grids around three-dimensional geometries and takes advantage of the flexibility provided by
the zonal hybrid RANS/LES modelling. It relies on a physics-motivated combination of Zonal Detached Eddy Simulation
as the WMLES technique together with a Dynamic Forcing method which processes the streamwise vorticity fluctuations
created by a Zonal Immersed Boundary Condition describing roughness elements whose characteristics are inspired by the
literature on optimal transient growth of perturbations of the turbulent boundary layer. This approach has favourable
features in terms of turbulence quality, relaxation length, extra cost, complexity of implementation and initialisation of the
calculation. Another crucial criterion is the low spurious noise generated by the present turbulent inflow. It is especially
confirmed that the Dynamic Forcing technique has a limited acoustic footprint.
The new approach has been compared with other turbulent inflow methods relying on the Synthetic Eddy Method and
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on the injection of White Noise, on two test cases. The first case is a low Mach-number flat-plate zero-pressure-gradient
turbulent boundary layer over a rather wide range of Reynolds numbers 3 040 ≤ Reθ ≤ 6 100. The synthetic turbulence
methods (SEM and White Noise) generate a strong spurious noise which dominates the physical noise generated by the
turbulent boundary layer itself. On the contrary, the new approach has a low acoustic footprint thanks to the steady nature
of the roughness elements used to trigger the initial fluctuations and because source terms in the momentum equations
are involved rather than a direct manipulation of the velocities. Besides, the performance in generating a physically-sound
turbulent flow field is equivalent to more common inflow methods. The generation of large-scale streamwise vorticity by
the roughness elements is instrumental in recovering quickly a self-sustained resolved turbulence with the proper spatio-
temporal correlation. The new approach is able to recover a mean skin friction within a 5% tolerance margin about the
Coles-Fernholz correlation as soon as the forcing area is ending, i.e. after a relaxation distance close to only seven times
the inlet boundary layer thickness. The pressure fields present the expected behaviour of turbulent flows as resolved by
a WMLES method. A spectral analysis of the wall pressure signal confirms that the classical inflow methods induce a
strong spurious noise (especially in the high-frequency range) whereas no footprint of the inflow condition can be seen in
the spectrum associated to the new approach. Because the calculations are WMLES and not DNS, the highest frequencies
of the spectrum are nevertheless not resolved. A deficit of energy at low frequency has been reported as well. Interestingly
enough, only calculations with the new inflow condition predict properly the intermittent nature of the wall pressure
signal observed experimentally, whereas more classical turbulent inlets induce a dominating almost-Gaussian spurious
noise. This shows that the intermittent process concerning wall pressure can be simulated in a WMLES framework with
the proposed method whereas classical synthetic turbulence methods, though rather efficient to predict the velocity field,
can completely corrupt the pressure field. If this latter aspect is not crucial for the study, it should however be noted that
the simple injection of anisotropic White Noise coupled with its processing by the Dynamic Forcing is able to regenerate
self-sustainable resolved turbulence in the outer layer with much flexibility of use. One final note is that the estimation
of the Probability Density Function of wall pressure seems to be a simple way of determining whether the pressure field
resolved by the simulation is significantly polluted by spurious noise or not.
The second test case is the flow around a three-element airfoil representative of industrial applications. The robustness
of the proposed approach is assessed by resorting to WMLES (ZDES mode 3) in the upper boundary layer near the trailing
edge of the main airfoil element, whereas the other two modes of ZDES are used in other regions of the flow. Turbulence
is injected only 3.2 boundary layer thicknesses upstream from the trailing edge. In spite of this challenging set-up, a
successful generation of a resolved turbulent content in the outer layer near the trailing edge is observed, providing the
proper wake interacting with the flap behind. The new approach generates significantly less spurious noise than the
approach involving white noise. A reduction of 6 dB has been reported for the maximum OASPL on the upper surface
of the main wing. Even better results could be expected if the turbulent injection were set further upstream than in
this case meant for robustness assessment. Moreover, using ZDES implies a grid count saving of more than two orders
magnitude in comparison with a Wall-Resolved LES and allows a very simple meshing strategy with only one mesh needed
(no overlapping of multiple meshes contrary to some other methods for WMLES or for ’silent’ turbulent injection).
This study has demonstrated the possibility to treat locally in WMLES a region of interest of the flow in a flexible hybrid
RANS/LES framework and to alleviate the dominant spurious noise generation usually caused by classical turbulence
injection methods. This kind of ’silent’ WMLES may be of particular interest for aeroacoustics studies such as trailing
edge noise prediction or jet noise prediction when the turbulent fluctuations from the attached boundary layers at the
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nozzle exit should be taken into account. There is also an incentive towards the prediction of turbulent boundary layer
noise, for which the WMLES strategy may be used with special care to recognise the difference with a DNS. The discussion
based on the available literature has shown that one may expect to resolve approximately 50% of the wall pressure variance
by a WMLES at high Reynolds number if the turbulent fluctuations are resolved by the WMLES (rather than modelled)
above the geometric centre of the logarithmic layer. The resolved fraction of the wall pressure variance corresponds
approximately to the lower frequency part of the spectrum, which suggests that WMLES is a viable strategy to predict
the low-frequency wall pressure fluctuations, if the description of the higher frequency range is not required or can be
provided by an empirical model. A general discussion of the possibility to resort to partially resolved simulations for
the prediction of aeroacoustic source terms may be found in Ref. [119]. The frequency range of interest can be low, for
instance because of the vibrational properties of the skin and structure of the flight vehicle considered ([6]). The turbulent
boundary layers along the fuselage of an aircraft are also a significant source of cabin noise, as indicated for instance by
in-flight measurements recently performed in an Airbus A320 [11, 69]. The frequency range of interest depends on the
transfer function associated with the fuselage skin and on the human perception of noise. The study of wall-pressure
fluctuations in turbulent boundary layers, especially in presence of mean pressure gradients, is highly topical ([85, 88, 43])
and its prediction by means of computational fluid dynamics is not an easy question ([49]), although there is a need for
a universal CFD strategy for wall pressure prediction in the context of aircraft interior noise prediction (see Ref. [48]
where it is emphasized that resolving only the largest scales of wall turbulence may be sufficient due to poor transmission
efficiency of the higher frequencies). Because of the broad scale separation at the Reynolds numbers of applications,
wall-modelling is needed to keep the computational cost of aeroacoustic studies within reach, making the use of hybrid
RANS/LES techniques essential ([57]).
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